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Part 1: Statistical Information 

Table 1 shows the distribution of grades awarded in May 2006. 

Table1 : Distribution of grades awarded in May-2006, 

Table 2 shows the number of candidates scoring 20 marks or lower. 

Part 2: Comments regarding performance. 

Total 

744 

100% 

Paper 1 

Abs 

23 

3.09 

Question 1. Most students did well in part (a) of this question. A small number of stu- 
dents however showed a complete lack of fluency in simple differentiation of a 
function of a function. Whereas it was possible to give an answer at  one go, 
these students laboriously changed first to a substitution before finalizing the 
differentiation. Most students did well in part (b). Most errors were niade dur- 
ing the differentiation. It was noted that a number of students changed the 
denominator into a multiple before differentiating, as if they were not aware of 
the quotient rule. This complication inevitably led to erroneous answers. 

Question 2. The solutions to this question were generally satisfactory. In part (a) many 
candidates correctly calculated the coefficients of the partial fractions but made 
elementary algebraic errors in writing down the final answer. 

E 

83 

1.1.16 

D 

72 . . 

9.68 

Grade 

Number 

% of Total 

Question 3. In part (a) most attempts were very good, but quite a few number of candidates 
still seem to think that log f = $. Part (b) was fairly well attempted. There 
were many poor attempts in trying to prove the equation a2 - 10a + 16 = 0. In 
the last part most candidates found the correct values of a and b, but then went 
on to find the sum to inhnity for Irl > 1. 

F 

210 

28.23 

C 

165 

22.18 

A 

73 

9.81 

B 

118. 

15.86 
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Question 4. This question was structured in such a way that the candidate was guided 
through its different parts. For this reason many students obtained high marks 
in this question even thoughthey did some serious mistakes in some of its parts. 
For example it was noted that a large number of candidates are not aware that 

----+ -----+ 
a vector has direction and so vectors like AB and BA are different. Some of the 
candidates didn't even know how to find the dot product of two vectors, arid 
confused dot product with vector product. In part b(ii) a significant number 
of students failed to realize that the position vector d could be obtained very 

-----f - --+ + 
easily by requiring that AD = BC or CD = BA. Instead they concentrated 
on the fact that ABCD is a rectangle and equated the length'of opposite sides. 
Obviously this approach is still correct but is much longer. 

Question 5. Part (a) of this question was answered correctly by the majority of students. 
There were some who didn't read the question well and in part a(i) multiplied 
the terms ( z  + 6) and (9 + 52 + z2) instead of dividing them. It was noticed that 
when finding the principal argument, many candidates tend to use the definition 
argz = arctang blindly, without referring to the Argand diagram. 
Almost half of the students failed to answer correctly part (b) of this question. 
Many of them left it out, probably realizing that it is not as straight forward 
a s  the first part. Although the way the question was set made it obvious that 
one needs to substitute z = x + iy in the two equations, some students tried to 
solve it in terms of the complex variable z. It was a bit disappointing to note 
that a significant number of students assumed that the modulus of a complex 
number is just like that for a real number and can be removed from an equation 
by squaring both sides! 

Question 6. Most students did well in part (a) and even got it completely correct. Also the 
sketches given were a good representation of the solution they obtained. In part 
(b) of this question most students correctly obtained the radius and the center 
coordinates of the circle. However a substantial number of students completely 
failed to give a reasonable sketch. The following shortcomings were noted: axes 
which were not labeled; no scale indicated on the axes or the coordinates of the 
center of the circle were not indicated. Other errors included sketches of the 
circle completely inappropriately located or completely out of proportion to the 
coordinates marked on the scale. 

Question 7. The solutions to  this question were generally poor, although a significant number 
of candidates did quite well in this question. Candidates seem to have trouble 
with the notion that a function is single-valued, and that therefore not any curve 
is the graph of a function. Many candidates made basic algebraic mistakes in 
making y subject of the formula. 
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Question 8. On the whole students did well in finding the integrals of the three parts of this 
question. The main causes for errors were mostly minor errors such as forgetting 
the definite integrals or forgetting to change the boundaries after a substitution 
was used. A small number of students forgot or did not know that lne = 1 and 
h 1 = 0 .  

Question 9. Those candidates twho used the R-method generally gave satisfactory answers 
to this question, though not all of these were able to apply correctly the solution 
of cos 19 = cos cr which is given in the booklet. 
Many of the candidates who tried an alternative method made the following 
error: after writing down the equation 

cosd - f i s i n e  + 3 = 0, 

they proceeded to  'square both sides' and obtained 

~ 0 s ~ e - l l ~ i n ~ e + 9 = 0  [sic]. 

It  is disappointing to  note how many of these A-level candidates demonstrate 
such a poor grasp of basic algebra. 

Question 10. Not a very popular question. 25% did not attempt this question. It  is worth 
noticing that one of the candidates remarked that the topic on probability was 
not covered by his tutor. Part (a) was well done by most students, but part (b) 
was very poorly attempted. Only 6% managed to answer this part correctly. 

Paper 2 

Question 1. This question was answered by the majority of the candidates, many of whom 
got full marks. There weren't any particular mistakes that deserve to be pointed 
out. A small number of students failed to realize that the plane 112 being parallel 
to 111 has the same normal as IIl. 

Question 2. Part (a) was well attempted by most candidates. Some candidates did not 
evaluate [ - cos x sinn-' x] :, others quoted I0 = x. 

In part (b) most candidates produced the correct sketch of the given polar 
equation, but in finding the area enclosed by the curve did not use the reduction 
formula for In because they simplified the expression (2 sin 8 sin 2d)2 as (cos d - 
cos 3d)2 instead of 16(sin4 8 - sin6 8) and made many errors in evaluating the 
integral for the area. 
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Question 3. Most students did reasonably well in this question. Although a number of 
studerlts did not know how to find the values of A, they went on to correctly 
find the inverse of the matrix. Some proceeded correctly to find the inverse of the 
matrix but made minor errors in the process. Of the small number of students 
who opted to find the inverse of the matrix by row reduction, the majority 
performed some errors along the way. It was surprising that a number students 
who obtained correctly the image of the plane under the transformation either 
forgot, did not know or simply did not state whether it was invariant or not. 

Question 4. This was a standard and straightforward question. 
Part (a) was very poorly attempted with many fundamental errors. The most 
common were: 

(i) Incorrect Integrating Factor. (ex instead of e-"j; 
F -I 

1 
dx = t,an-' x or even sin-' x; 

e2x 1 e2 e-2 
(iii) "- 1- -x2  = - 2 (: 1 x + -) 1 + x  . 

Part (b) was very well answered and most candidates solved the second order 
differential equation without any diEculties. 

Question 5. Part (a) was well attempted by about 25% of the candidates. Some gcl; the 
incorrect partial fractions in the first part and consequently could not find Sn. 
A few candidates even used the formulae for a geometric progression to find Sn 
and S,. 
Part (b) was poorly attempted by many candidates. In the first part many 

23n3n 
did not see that 23n-33n-1 could be written as  I. In the induction part 

z4 
most candidates went through a lot of algebraic manipulations in proving the 
statement true for n = k+ 1 and did not realize that the statement was already 
proved in the first part, that is f (k + 1) = 25(72k) + 24 f (k). 

Question 6. Unpopular question. Only 34% attempted this question and 1% managed to 
answer the question correctly. In part (a) the candidates applied blindly the 
few number of memorized formulae. Very few used the conditional probability 
formula correctly. In part (b) the candidates produced intuitive interpretations 
to  prove that two events are independent/dependent instead of mathematical 
proofs. Finally, in part (c), the Vena diagrams were not clearly labeled and very 

v managed to prove the - .It 
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Question 7. Overall students did not do too well in solving the equation in part (a). Few 
students realized that they had to use the first part. Quite a few students who 
did not use the solution of the first part and solved using sinh or cosh instead of 
tanh, managed to proceed to the correct solution. Most students did reasonably 
well in part (b). Most students performed some minor errors along the way but 
on the whole they worked through the method correctly. 

Question 8. Very few students attempted this question and none of them got full marks. In 
part (a)(i) some of the students didn't know how to transform the given equation 
in Cartesian form by using the given substitution z = x + iy. Moreover nearly 
all of the students who did this part missed the fact that the least value of lzl 
is just the shortest distance of a point on the given curve, to the origin. More 
surprising was the fact that many students didn't recognize the equation given 
in part (a)(ii), which represents a circle with center (0, l )  and radius 3. To 
conclude, unfortunately no one was able to do the second part of this question, 

which although may seem"unfamiliar, isonly based on the definition and properties 
of the modulus and argument of a complex number. 

Question 9. Most candidates did not seem to understand this question. The whole question 
dealt with sketching the curve of y = f (x) which has only one turning point and 
whose x-coordinate is found by solving a cubic equation by means of an iteration 
formula. In fact only 10 candidates managed to sketch this curve correctly. In 
the first part the candidates tried to show that the turning point lies between 
0.75 and 0.8 by finding the change in sign in the value of y (without any success) 
instead of 2 and then applied the Newton - Raphson method to f (x) instead 

. off'(.). 

Question 10. Many students attempted this question and some of them got full marks. Al- 
though the given parametric equations were easy to differentiate, some can- 
didates had problems applying the product rule of differentiation. A few of 
them even confused the square of the derivative ($)2 with the second deriv- 
ative 3. In the second part of this question which consisted in finding the 
length of a given curve C and the associated area of the surface of revolu- 

2 t 
tion, some students incorrectly used the equations L = Jab (1 + (2) ) dx 

and A = 2a Jab y (1 + (g)2) ' dx. These equations are normally used when 
the explicit equation of the curve is given or is simple to obtain from the given 
parametric equations. 

Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
July 2006 


